
Annexure A
This document contains the instruction of how to enter the AP Tax Details

In the AP transaction level, Oracle has introduced a new form to capture the India Localization Taxes
which can be navigated via Tools>India Tax Details.

Transaction entry in case of procurement will remain as it is, additional step is to capture the India
taxes applicable on the transaction.

Note:-
Ø Please note all the NREC taxes under tax category means non-recoverable and accordingly

booked by system under relevant expense head

Ø All the REC taxes means recoverable taxes for which input tax credit can be claimed

Ø For all goods/services under Reverse Charge Mechanism, “reverse charge” tax category has
to be used. Reverse charges are applicable for both recoverable & non-recoverable taxes
and user has to select the reverse charge category accordingly.

AP Invoice Entry- Goods Purchase
1. Enter the Goods Purchase Invoice:-



2. After filing the invoice distribution information and saving it, navigate to tools >India Tax
details to enter the appropriate tax details:-

Click on Apply and save the changes.

Note: -

Ø Only when the organization, location and Tax category is applied, system will allow you to validate
the invoice.

Ø Secondly a check is also placed on the HSN code field to numeric. System will not allow to validate the
invoice until the correct value is entered.

Ø Intended use – only Non-Manufacturing is a valid option and is also restricted.

Ø Additional field is introduced for location against Intended use which is mandatory.

Validate the Invoice.



Invoice Entry – For Registered Vendors under Reverse Charge Mechanism (RCM)
1. FCI will incur the tax liability under reverse charge when the services/goods are purchased

from the registered vendor falling under reverse charge.

2. After filing the invoice distribution information and saving it, navigate to tools >India Tax
details to enter the appropriate tax details:-

Tax Category – Tax catergory to be selected should be of reverse charge

Click on Apply and save the changes,

HSN Code to be
entered by the userReverse Charge Tax

category to be selected.

User to select the
organization and

Location

Tax Lines will be
automatically generated

post saving



Note: -

Ø Only when the organization, location and Tax category is applied, system will allow you to validate
the invoice.

Ø Secondly a check is also placed on the HSN code field to numeric. System will not allow to validate the
invoice until the correct value is entered.

Ø Intended use – only Non-Manufacturing is a valid option and is also restricted.

Ø Additional field is introduced for location against Intended use which is mandatory.

Validate the Invoice.

Following program will be automatically scheduled & run which will create the the tax liability
directly in GL.

The source of the journal would be Financial India. This will directly create the tax liability in GL.

It is mandatory to add the
Period Name


